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Celebrity Greens and Presidential Pools Partner

Eleanor Farnen April 03, 2014

Celebrity Greens, an exclusive landscape design firm, provides consultation for
Presidential Pools, a top U.S. pool builder.

(Newswire.net -- April 3, 2014) Scottsdale, Arizona --  Weston, Weber, synthetic golf green
pioneer and founder/CEO of Celebrity Greens, today announced that Celebrity Greens will
be supplying consulting services to Presidential Pools, one of the largest swimming pool
builders in the United States.Headquartered in Scottsdale, AZ, Celebrity Greens is an
exclusive design/build firm offering extensive experience and expertise in producing

championship caliber synthetic golf greens and other synthetic surfaces for luxury homes, estates and vacation
retreats. Celebrity Greens also provides design/build services for large-scale commercial synthetic turf applications.

Weber pioneered the use of synthetic materials and the construction/installation technology that set the industry
standard for synthetic golf greens. He is considered the industry’s leading expert with an impressive history of
working  with more than 70 PGA Tour professionals, elite athletes and avid amateur golfers to perfect their putting
surfaces and in designing and building more than 3,000 championship-level synthetic putting greens, artificial turf
short courses and other custom applications throughout the world.  “Celebrity Greens is pleased to be a consultant to
Presidential Pools in providing signature synthetic golf greens, custom recreational synthetic surfaces and large scale
artificial grass installations,” said Weber. “Presidential Pools is one of the leading pool builders in the United States
and has an outstanding reputation for delivering the highest quality and customer satisfaction to its customers.”

Presidential Pools CEO Tim Murphy said that the consulting services of Weber and Celebrity Greens will add
tremendous value to Presidential Pools in offering premium synthetic golf greens and other artificial grass surfaces. 
“We are always eager to add value to our product line and Celebrity Greens CEO Weston Weber is without question
the leading expert in the synthetic golf green industry and in the design and installation of artificial grass surfaces that
have the look and feel of natural grass and blend beautifully with the natural surroundings.  We are thrilled to partner
with him.”

ABOUT CELEBRITY GREENS:  Celebrity Greens is headquartered in Scottsdale, Arizona and offers synthetic golf
green design and construction services to private homeowners, landscape architects and general and specialty
contractors throughout North America.  Weber also provides professional consulting services on the selection and
application of synthetic turf.   For more information on Celebrity Greens and Weston Weber, contact 1-888-507-7960
or go to www.celebritygreens.com.
Follow Celebrity Greens on Facebook at www.facebook.com/CelebrityGreens and
Twitter at www.twitter.com/CelebrityGreens
 
ABOUT PRESIDENTIAL POOLS:  Presidential Pools and Spas is Arizona’s #1 custom pool and spa builder. Since
1991 they have been leading the industry with award winning designs and unparalleled customer service. Presidential
Pools headquarters reside in Gilbert, Arizona with a stunning “Pool Display Park” and three additional offices in
Surprise, Scottsdale and Tucson.

For more information on Presidential Pools and Spas and/or their services please contact Linnzy Foster, Marketing
Manager, 480.967.9467 or go to www.PresidentialPools.com
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